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Aunt Lyn’s K9  Essential Dry Herb Mix 
Does your dog eat grass?  Suffer from Allergies? Occasionally have digestive issues? Is your dog a senior ?  
Do you want your dog to get all the nutrients he or she was made to eat naturally?  
If you answered yes to any of these questions, then give Aunt Lyn’s K9 Essential Dry Herb Mix a try!  
Canines where made to enhance their diet, by foraging for tender green herbs found in nature.  
Not to eat loads of grains and vegetables that biologically their systems were not designed to break down and pull  
nutrients from.  Whether you want to address an issue like allergies or complete your dogs dietary needs, whether  
you home cook , give a natural raw diet or want to provide what lacking from commercial dog food,  
Aunt Lyn’s K9 Essential Dry Herb Mix is the answer. Most clients see results in under 30 days.  

 
 
As a Nutritional  Supplement  
8 to 40 pounds     ½ -1 tsp   
41 to 80 pounds   1- 2 tsp 
80 pounds an over 2-3 tsp 
Once daily with food or snack for better absorption 
While most dogs will eat simply Aunt Lyn’s K9 Organic Greenie Herb Mix 
sprinkled on dry or wet dog food, home-cooked, or raw meals, some can be picky. 
Tips : 
1-Use a teaspoon of Olive or Coconut Oil  over food and sprinkle Aunt Lyn’s K9 Essential Dry Herb Mix.  
Besides taste the oil helps the herbs coat the food. Plus these natural oils are good for the skin. *Please 
measure oils are very nutritious but calorie dense, 1 tsp is more than enough- for those trying to lose weight. 
2- Canned all natural unsweetened Pumpkin- is lower Fat and great nutritional content for dog. Usually found 
in the baking Aisle.  1-2 teaspoons mixed in the dry food will allow Aunt Lyn’s K9 Essential Dry Herb Mix to 
coat the food. 
3- Use the Tea Method – see Below 
 
-For Allergies  
Double the dose above   
Or 
This Tea method has twice the potency: 
 Bring to a boil Filtered water – Remove from flame- Add 1 teaspoon of Aunt Lyn’s K9 Essential Dry Herb Mix 
for each 8 ounce cup of water . Serve the tea with the herbal leaves. 
Store in Refrigerator and as needed add 1 cup ( warmed) to meals.   
*Great as tea for people with allergies- 1 cup in am and 1 at night- Strain out the herbs 
 
You should see lessening  of symptoms 5-10 days and progressive lessening thereafter as you use throughout 
the allergy season.  Also check  out Aunt Lyn’s Relieve the Itch and Holistic Defense Shampoo and Quick 
Wipe, to help alleviate symptoms and remove  pollen ragweed grass… 
 
-Upset Tummies 
Follow the Tea Method above but use ½ teaspoon to 1 cup of filtered water 
With ¼ teaspoon of Turmeric. 
Do not feed for 12 hours- 24 hour to allow body to clean out the issue. 
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Give 2- 4 cups over 24 hours as needed  
 
-For Dogs with Arthritis and/or Liver Issues 
Follow the Tea Method use 1 teaspoon to 1 cup of filtered water 
With ¼ teaspoon of Turmeric and a dash of Ginger ( a dash is ½ of   ¼ ) 
 
You should see improvement  with in 20 days and continued improvement  with use 

 


